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   Special Issue: Back in the USA - Spreading Presence  
  Live Classes Along The Atlantic Coast and Northwest   
Classes, Private Sessions, Tutorials, Koito Readings     
  Original Face, Decompression Somatics, Sciatica           
Side Lying Somatics, 2 Way Presencing, Jaw Work
         Clinical Approaches,  and Table Talking

Dear Ones, for almost 3 Covid-years Jack has
been living in Japan. Jack and Koito have
been mostly teaching Webinars. Jack is now
back on Orcas Island and returns to Japan on
March 31st. Koito has been co-teaching with
Jack since 2007, as well as her regular work
as a clairvoyant in Japan and elsewhere. In
1994 Jack started teaching  Trager® Intros
and adding other CE classes: Reiki for
Bodyworkers, SideLying Somatics, Ethics&Supervision,Table Talking, followed
by Decompression Somatics, Presencing Somatics, Palliative Care, Working
with Client Pain and Fear. Jack has been a national presenter for the AMTA, and
NCBTMB since the late 1990s. He started Trillium Institute; his school for
continuing education in 2003.
**All of Trillium Institute classes rely on sharing a state of presence between practitioner
and client: Sharing presence is the key ingredient that Milton Trager passed on to his
students and protégés. It is also the secret ingredient in Reiki and other forms of
healing. Presence surmounts time and distance. It forms a unique feeling-pathway along
our anatomy trains of connective tissue. Presence is also an essential ingredient for
producing a client's awareness of self-authorship during and after sessions instead of
chatting, sleeping, zoning out, or dissociating due to a past history of emotional and
physical abuse. Those of you who have taken Jack and Koito's online webinars can
affirm  that our presencing link is just as important as our Zoom link. In 2006
this Presencing Newsletter started with expressly questioning whether the state of
presence can create very powerful changes in our lives. I now realize that presence is
the key factor in delving into the mystery of our own Being, our conscious awareness
and the reasons behind our existence. Come join us on this journey starting with classes
and sessions in New Jersey. 

We become present and aware by apprehending the sensations in our bodies. By
attending more and more to the sensations arising within our own bodies, something
starts to change us from within. We start to experience presence, the arising of each
moment as a taste of eternal awareness. Everything, past and present, is a part of this
eternal moment. This growing awareness of NOW seems to put many things, especially
fearful ones, into a different perspective. We may start to question if our chronic
problems are not self-created divergences from now. In this eternal moment we find only
continuity, not discontinuity. The body can become our vehicle for a journey of
awakening. The body is temporal. If we pay close attention, we realize that the body only
exists now. So that which is implicitly temporal leads us to experience that which is
explicitly eternal!

                        UPCOMING ATLANTIC COAST CLASSES

Starting in New Jersey Private Sessions, Tutorials, Original Face Work, hosted by
the Mind Your Body Group February 23 to 24 and 27-28th: You can see detailed
descriptions of Original Face Work later in this issue. The Original Face class will
happen on February 27 with supplemental training as necessary on the 28th. The
cost for the class is $180. February 27 and 28th: Sessions with Jack cost $120,
Tutorials $150. Clairvoyant readings with Koito in person or online $130. 

Princeton New Jersey, Two Day Decompresssion Somatics @ Betty Post's
Hangout February 25, 26th: Betty's home in Princeton has been a many-years
gathering place for Trager® classes and gatherings. Milton Trager said many times in
the last years of his life: "I have only scratched the surface... You will do much  more."
Decompression Somatics takes many of the key ingredients Milton taught and combines
them with the a full-on participative role for the client. "Being Met" can be a descriptive
term for the interactions that can take place between client and practitioner during DS.
While the client is feeling and propriocepting a body part, the practitioner is assisting
connective tissue in refreshing tonus. Each person is consciously using his/her
conscious awareness to meet the other in that part of the body. The two-way echhange
produces immediate changes in the body that neither person would have expected.
Some underlying principles: Touch is always a two-way experience. Feeling awareness
is also a two-way interactive connection between body parts and inner resident. Our
body's sensory system is always wired to the present moment and thus creates new
pathways in thinking, in feeling, in movement, and bodily stasus. When both practitioner
and client meet in sensory awareness, a healing covenant is formed, which is also a
shared experience. Presence meets presence NOW.

Shifting to Washington DC - March 3 thru 14: Two Day Side Lying Somatics, Two
Day Decompression Somatics, 1 day Jaw and other Upper Body Releases, 1 day
Sciatica and Lower Body Releases, also Private Sessions, Tutorials: A group of our
Webinar participants from DC initiated our trip to the East Coast... realizing that it would
be quite expensive for the east-to-west group Koito and I decided to go East... She is
flying all the way from Japan. The classes we'll be presenting just outside Washington
DC area in Glen Echo MD.include day long versions of the jaw releases and upper body
work we taught in our webinars last years. Also we will teach a day long version of
working with sciatica, pregnancy and lower body isssues. Both of thes classes involve
positional releases, side-lying and supine positioning as well as interactive connections
between client and practitioner. In addition we will teach two-days each of Side Lying
Somatics and Decompression Somatics. We will be teaching in a facility called The
Journey Space  DC which seems as if it were set up perfictly for our classes. As most of
you know I developed my Side Lying Somatics classes as an alternative way to give
Trager sessions for people who had difficulty receiving in prone positioning. I later
extended those classes for all bodyworkers so that I could teach various aspects of
clinical work for special needs clients, combining various forms of releases for different
body parts. We are also spending two days going into realms of treatment that Milton
Trager anticipated but was unable to effectuate during his lifetime. These include verbal,
sensory, and proprioceptive interaction between practitioner from a team perspeptive,
resulting in mutual sharings of conscious awareness and client self-authorship. Join us if
you can. Note: for all the East Coast classes we are looking for ways to add virtual to the
mix. Also Koito will continue to do her clairvoyant readings in person and virtually along
the way.  

Back to Orcas: Jack returns to Orcas Island: I will also teach in-person classes
on Orcas as well on the mainland. I have already invited quite a few of you to take
classes in person... I'm especially looking forward to hands-on work with those of
you I haven't seen in 3 years and those who have been in the webinars, so we
can have fun together and go much more in-depth... Possibilities are: various
versions of Side Lying Somatics, Decompression Somatics, Table Talking, Ethics
and Supervision, Palliative Care, Sharing Presence, Trager Therapeutic
Approaches, Reiki in Combination with Other Modalities, Forms of Presencing
Meditations, and Focusing for Bodyworkers.

**Reminder from Jack: 
All in-person attendees receive a manual, class instruction, and a certificate. I
offer a range of classes which I hope will enhance your practice and help with
your CEs. This issue offers more aspects of Caregiving which may change our
profession: 
My Blessings go out to all touch practitioners everywhere in these difficult
times!**

Adding ORIGIONAL FACE to Your Practice
           Six and Two Hour Class - 8CEs
  February 27,28, @ Richard Mack's
       NCBTMB Approved Cost $200                      
           **Class size limited**
Zen Koan: What was your face before you were born? An
unanswerable Question!
Human Faces are Mirrors: We cannot see our own faces. So one of the primary functions of
our faces is to mirror the faces of others – even as they are mirroring us… What we feel inside
governs how we mirror others. Loving-open faces create the effect of being truly met. “Truly met”
means that someone is greeting us as a fellow soul-being… When we wear a “mask,” what the
Greeks called persona, it means that we are playing a part or role in relation to others.
Handsomeness and beauty are personas or roles, not mirrors of empathy. 
Original Face Work: In Original Face Work, we are learning the feeling the feeling of relaxed,
refreshed, and fearless facial musculature. We are clearing our musculature from past memories
and projections. True beauty and ugliness have nothing to do with age… they reflect our ability
to mirror others and our willingness to be mirrored back.
Gateways to Personal and Interpersonal Expression: Our eyes are called mirrors of the soul
and can look deeply from our soul to another soul. The expression “Look into the eyes that really
see you,” is a deeper form of mirroring we support with Original Face Work. We are relaxing eye
muscles and inner tension inside and behind the eyes. Many persons are afraid to make eye
contact… Why? Also many persons are afraid to keep their eyes closed when entering their
inner being… Why? What are the stages of letting go of eye-centered fear?  
                      Before and after images below were taken 25 minutes apart

Register

     Secrets of Decompression Somatics
                 Two Day Class 16CEs
      Betty Post's, Princeton, New Jersey  
       February 25, 26, 2023  (9am to 6pm)      
         NCBTMB Approved Cost $350 

 Decompression Somatics: In this class we will   
 be using DS in order to work on many body

conditions   that are very challenging. Think of those clients who   have conditions you
wished you could help. This is what we will be addressing in this class.  And we'll have
fun together as we do so. Activating proprioceptive rather than neuromuscular
responses: As with yoga we are teaching the client to interact with different body parts
through proprioceptive and felt sense communication. Rather than asking clients to
engage muscles we are encouraging them to work through their proprioceptive
awareness. By so doing we are mostly bypassing the neuromuscular system with it’s
preset gamma sensory motor limits. This could be extremely beneficial for those
persons whose neuromuscular systems have been partially compromised. It also sets
up a parallel system for growth in somatic awareness. Perhaps the most surprising
result of this kind of interaction is that clients can become involved is producing their own
tissue responses. Clients can also feel their own reflexive releases as well as the linking
relationships (Anatomy Trains) to other parts of the body.  This is highly effective and
positively reinforcing because the clients are learning to be their own healers.
Positional Release from a Dynamic Perspective: Once again in Decompression
Somatics we are drawing in part from Denise Deig, author, physical therapist, graduate
school instructor, who has graciously brought her gifts to the bodywork world. Denise
has studied so many of the pioneer forms of bodywork in her own personal
development. I heartedly recommend that attendees in this class purchase a copy of her
book on her website: denisedeig.com. She will mail it to you. For only $30, It is a great
resource for all your bodywork understandings.

Reservation

 

   Classes at The Journey
Space 

      Washington D.C.

     March 3,4,5th and March
10,11,12th         

    Jaw Muscle Releases March 3rd (10am to 7pm)      
         8CEs  Cost: $180 NCBTMB Approved
                **Class size limited to 20**

 Temporalis, masseter, medial and lateral pterygoids, hyoids, 
 and   cervicals. I have spoken about the importance of three 
 muscle   groups in the face that tend to acquire tension from 
   external   stress and internal worries. In this article I will
give   you evidence   of the dramatic shift that takes place
when we   release the     tension in these three groups:
masseter,   pterygoids, and   temporalis. These muscles all

have to do   with chewing: chewing our food, chewing our worries and problems,
grinding our teeth at night.
Unusual Aspects of Touch – Decompression: One of the discoveries made by
osteopaths in the 19th century is that, instead of forcing the release of a tight muscle or
joint, it is better to give gentle support to the effort the muscle is making. For example if
someone is lifting a bucket of water and you take hold of the handle and lift up slightly
you are reducing the effort of the person’s muscles. Because of stress we develop tight
muscles in the body. The muscles are carrying a burden even when they are not
carrying a physical load. When a muscle or a joint is carrying a load of stress when there
is no physical need it is called “compressed.” If we can support the muscle or joint in a
way that reduces its effort, the muscle and the joint relax. This approach is called
“decompression.” It takes almost no effort to perform decompression and about 10
times the effort to force the tissue to relax.
Unusual Aspects of Touch – Somatics: The second step in working this way is to help
the client to feel right into the muscle and joint that is compressed. We can do this by
asking the client to feel our fingers, we can gently tap the tissue like plucking a tight
string on an instrument and ask the client to notice where she feels the vibration, and
third we can ask the client to breathe directly into the sensations of tightness with a
sense of expansion and contraction. As the client practices these somatic techniques
she is becoming more and more aware of what is happening in her body and she can
feel the compressed tissue soften and warm. She will start to take deeper and deeper
breaths and her whole body will relax.

Register

Two Day Side Lying SomaticsMarch 4,5th  
  16 CEs, Cost: $350 NCBTMB Approved
(9am to 6pm) **Class size limited to 20**
   Over the years, having given thousands of
sessions, I realize that side-lying offers so many
advantages that it could arguably be used in every
session, not only in Trager but also in every school
of bodywork. Here are some of the advantages that I’ve found: ~The body in a side-lying
position is similar to a piano keyboard with various body parts readily accessible at the
same time.
~Most clients, when properly bolstered, are more comfortable and less resistant when
lying on their sides.
~Clients who have been abused usually feel much safer, less vulnerable in the semi-
fetal position that side-lying offers.
~Gravity can be used to great advantage because of the way it loads the joints and
muscle tissue, hips, shoulders, abdomen.
~The shoulder girdle and hip of the side resting on the table is decompressed by gravity
and movement and tension in the joint released non-reflexively.
~The therapist benefits from all the positioning advantages and thus doesn’t have to
work so hard.
~There is comparatively little body surface in contact with the table so one can introduce
movement with very little effort. Like a pendulum the further away a body part is from the
table the easier it is to keep in motion.
~Small amounts of motion can be transmitted through the joints with very little effort and
very pleasurable effect to the client.

Register

Sciatica & Related Conditions March 10 (10am-7pm)
         8CEs  Cost: $180 NCBTMB Approved
                **Class size limited to 20**

Pregnancy:Many forms of low back pain can also be relieved
by these releases. Recently I received an email from one of last
week’s attendees asking if Decompression Somatics can be helpful for the discomforts
of pregnancy. Right away I answered: “Yes!” Because I have used these positional
release techniques many times with pregnant women and their babies inside… as well
as followup post partum recovery sessions and sometimes the infants. I realized that
many of the decompressions and Trager movements are the same as for sciatica. Many
of the side effects of menses like pain and constipation, and other women’s reproductive
system issues like menopause, myomas, also can also be relieved with positional
releases. So we will try to cover these related conditions. 
Sciatica: is a very painful and disabling condition which many bodyworkers deal with in
their practice. I was baffled for years. Even though I knew that the piriformis muscle was
clamping down on the sciatic nerve, I also knew that releasing the piriformis did not
always relieve the pain. I also questioned what caused the piriformis to become tight. I
started to observe that there were various other accompanying factors; the quadratus
lumborum muscle was tight, as was the SI joint and the other hip rotators and the
sacrotuberous ligament on that side of the spine. Before I learned decompression I
found that my usual Trager movements, though helpful in relieving the pain, did not
release the engaged muscles or ligaments. I had suffered with sciatica years before and
could find no relief until I blindly stepped in a hole while carrying a load of firewood in my
arms… the relief was immediate and lasting. So I pondered what had been adjusted by
that misstep?
Pregnancy Care: Benefits of bodywork during pregnancy: lowers stress, lowers blood
pressure, reduces discomfort, increases blood and lymph flow, reduces anxiety and
depression, relieves muscle aches, improves labor outcomes, reduces leg and feet
swelling, reduces the production of cortisol, improves sciatica and other pinched nerve
pain, reduces back pain and headaches, provides better sleep. Bodywork is safe
throughout whole pregnancy and improves physical and emotional health. Special
Techniques we will introduce in this class: Somatic awareness, Side Lying , positional
release, Trager,  decompression somatics, foot decompression somatics, client intake,
special bolstering,  positioning client for comfort, changing positions as needed, don’t
use prone position!

Register

        Two Day Decompression Somatics   
               March 11,12th (9am to 6pm)      
16 CEs, Cost: $350 NCBTMB Approved
             **Class size limited to 20** 
 Principles - Decompression Somatics
Client’s   Touch: As practitioners we need to
remember that:   Touch is always two-way:
whatever we are touching   is touching us. When
we touch a part of the client’s     body we are

also being touched by the client. Every   part of the client’s body surface has touch
sensors. So the client can play a role in meeting the practitioner’s hands with touch
through the surface of the body part. In fact the client can also bring the deeper inner
sensations of that body part to the surface through the touch sensors that are being
activated. This is a volitional act on the part of the client. In other words the client can
bring the felt experience to the hands of the practitioner. This may also include emotive
material as well. Decompression Somatics as a shared meeting place: Probably the
most difficult concept in DS is the concept of somatics. It is difficult because the state of
conscious awareness, or shared presence, we are trying to produce for the client and
achieve for ourselves. While it relies upon presencing at the core, it also relies upon the
willing participation of both parties. DS is called DS because somatics is at the heart of
our work. We are using a slightly different approach to somatics than other forms of
bodywork. We are reversing the emphasis from teaching the client somatic awareness
to directly recruiting the client into the teamwork of releasing (ego based) holding
patterns. Thus we become equal participants with the client and visa versa. It works both
ways because we have established a shared meeting place. The first step starts with
bringing the client into that part of the body. The second step involves using interactive
tools like breath. The third step, and perhaps the most powerful, is to support the client’s
words to come forth or emerge directly from his/her felt experience. This search for
words that convey the felt sense (process borrowed from Focusing) induces a state of
exploration and curiosity in the client. This state becomes an open doorway to the direct
inner perception of the body. The client searches for words and, as the search proceeds,
the client’s tissue is changing; the searching for an exact verbal description produces the
opposite of control and faking it (ego devices). The words have to fit or the tissue will not
respond. The process involves finding the fit in an ever-changing domain of
somatesthesia (somatic awareness).

Register

Jack Blackburn, LMP, Master's in Theological Studies, Certified Spiritual Director, specializes in body
centered spiritual growth and healing. He has been a Trager® practitioner since 1986. He has been a Trager
tutor since 1993, has taught Trager electives classes since 1996, and teaches a variety of classes to care
giving professionals. He is a NCBTMB Approved Continuing Education Provider and AMTA National
Presenter. He is a Focusing Trainer and teaches Bodywork Focusing classes for professionals. Jack is also
a Reiki Master and teaches levels I, II, III and Advanced Reiki for Bodyworkers.                                         
           *Note* Jack's personal email address is: jackpresence@gmail.com 
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